Regeneration as an application of gastropod neural plasticity.
Gastropod research is providing many insights into mechanisms of neural regeneration. These observations were made possible by the pioneering work of individuals who described the nervous systems of gastropods, mapped prominent neurons and determined their roles and connections, and developed the techniques for culturing them. This information has allowed questions about injury responses, target selection, and pathway cues to be explored at the level of individually identified neurons. Because of gastropod studies, more is known about axon sealing, growth cone formation and behavior, signals that travel from the site of axotomy to the soma, and the second messengers that are activated there. The responses in neurons and non-neuronal cells during neural development and injury are coordinated by chemical messenger systems that are highly conserved, including neurotransmitters, cytokines, and neurotrophins. The nervous system is modified in learning paradigms by some of the same messenger systems activated by injury, because learning and injury both challenge neurons to change. The conservation of basic mechanisms that coordinate neuronal plasticity allows us to approach basic questions in relatively simple nervous systems with reasonable confidence that the findings will be relevant for other nervous systems, including possible applications to the mammalian nervous system.